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Altered recruitment of Sp
isoforms to HIV-1 long terminal
repeat between differentiated
monoblastic cell lines and
primary monocyte-
derived macrophages
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Neuroscience, Institute for Molecular Medicine and Infectious Disease, Drexel University College of
Medicine, Philadelphia, PA, United States, 4Sidney Kimmel Cancer Center, Thomas Jefferson
University, Philadelphia, PA, United States, 5Department of Microbiology, Immunology, and
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Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) transcription in cells of the

monocyte-macrophage lineage is regulated by interactions between the HIV-1

long terminal repeat (LTR) and a variety of host cell and viral proteins. Binding of

the Sp family of transcription factors (TFs) to the G/C box array of the LTR

governs both basal as well as activated LTR-directed transcriptional activity.

The effect of monocytic differentiation on Sp factor binding and transactivation

was examined with respect to the HIV-1 LTR. The binding of Sp1, full-length

Sp3 and truncated Sp3 to a high affinity HIV-1 Sp element was specifically

investigated and results showed that Sp1 binding increased relative to the

binding of the sum of full-length and truncated Sp3 binding following

chemically-induced monocytic differentiation in monoblastic (U-937, THP-1)

and myelomonocytic (HL-60) cells. In addition, Sp binding ratios from PMA-

induced cell lines were shown to more closely approximate those derived from

primary monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs) than did ratios derived from

uninduced cell lines. The altered Sp binding phenotype associated with

changes in the transcriptional activation mediated by the HIV-1 G/C box

array. Additionally, analysis of post-translational modifications on Sp1 and

Sp3 revealed a loss of phosphorylation on serine and threonine residues with

chemically-induced differentiation indicating that the activity of Sp factors is

additionally regulated at the level of post-translational modifications (PTMs).
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Introduction
HIV-1 infection within monocyte-macrophage lineage cells

represent a crucial cellular reservoir that needs to be targeted and

eliminated to achieve complete remission and superior patient

outcomes in people living with HIV (PLWH; (1–5).

Macrophages are more resistant to cytopathic effects of HIV-1

compared to T cells; as a result, these cells can harbor the virus

for a longer period of time and can also traffic across the blood-

brain barrier seeding virus into the brain (6–9). Productive

infection of the monocyte-macrophage lineage is limited, in

comparison to CD4+ T cells, due to the low surface expression of

CD4 and HIV-1 co-receptors CCR5 and CXCR4; however, all

are displayed on these cell types with the timing and quantity of

receptor expression varying depending on the states of

stimulation and differentiation of the given cell population

(10–13). Circulating monocytes can be infected with HIV-1

and then differentiate into macrophages wherein post-

integration latency is established. Once resident in tissues like

the brain, these non-proliferative cells are capable of supporting

viral gene expression and infectious virus production, albeit to a

much lesser extent than activated T cells, with dissemination of

virus to surrounding susceptible cells (7, 12, 14, 15). In addition,

the production and release of viral proteins such as gp41, gp120,

Tat, Vpr, and Nef impact neighboring cellular populations and

have been shown to have neurotoxic properties (7, 12, 14, 15).

Monocytic cells are generated in the bone marrow from

pluripotent stem cells, which retain the ability to differentiate

into either granulocytes or cells of the monocyte-macrophage

lineage. The process of differentiation is governed by activity of

transcription factors (TFs) that bind cis-acting promoter

elements to govern expression of myeloid-specific genes in

response to extracellular cues (16). The Sp family of TFs is

involved in the regulation of monocyte- and/or myeloid-specific

gene expression (17, 18). Sp1 and AP-1 have been shown to act

cooperatively in the myeloid-specific regulation of the CD11c

leukocyte integrin promoter (19). Similarly, Sp1 and AP-2 have

been implicated in regulating lysosomal acid lipase and acid

sphingomyelinase during monocytic differentiation (20, 21). Sp1

is also known to interact with C/EBP factors in regulating

expression of several genes in myeloid cells (22–24). Other

myeloid cell-specific differentiation events have also been

attributed to specific activity of Sp factors (25–27). Sp factors

have also been implicated in the regulation of chondrocyte,

adipocyte, and epithelial cell differentiation (28–30) as well as in

neuronal differentiation (31–34).

The Sp family of TFs includes Sp1, Sp2, Sp3, and Sp4 (35,

36). The C-terminus of Sp1 contains three zinc fingers that

facilitate DNA binding, while the N-terminus contains the

transactivation domains. (17). Sp1, Sp3 and Sp4 share near-

equivalent affinity for binding G/C rich sequences, while

Sp2 prefers binding to an alternative G/T rich sequence (35–
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38). Sp1 and Sp3 are ubiquitously expressed, while Sp4 has been

shown to be brain-restricted in its pattern of expression (34, 35,

39, 40). Post-translation modifications (PTMs) including

phosphorylation, glycosylation, acetylation and sumoylation of

the Sp family of TFs have been shown to regulate their DNA

binding and transcriptional activity (41). For instance,

phosphorylation of Sp1 on Serine 131 by HIV-1 Tat-mediated

activation of DNA-dependent protein kinase increases

transcription with no effect on DNA binding (42–44) whereas

other reports have shown that dephosphorylation of Sp1

mediated increased transcription activity from IL-21R

promoter upon T cell receptor stimulation (45). Similarly,

dephosphorylation of Sp1 at Serine 59 and Threonine 681 by

PP2A resulted in increased association of dephosphorylated Sp1

with chromatin; however, the impact on transcriptional

regulation was not studied (46). Additionally, groups have

shown that sumoylation of the Sp1 N-terminus and other Sp3

isoforms occurs at basal conditions and can decrease

transcriptional activity via chromatin changes promoting local

gene silencing (43).

With respect to HIV-1, Sp1 and Sp4 have been shown to

function as activators of gene expression through their

interactions with the G/C box array of the HIV-1 LTR, while

both the full-length Sp3 and truncated Sp3 isoforms have been

shown to act as repressors (7, 47, 48). In another report a host

factor, interferon g-inducible protein 16 (IFI16) has also been

shown to bind at high levels to Sp1, sequestering it from

interacting with the LTR of HIV-1, leading to inefficient

transcription. (49, 50). To examine the role of Sp factors in

regulating HIV-1 gene expression during the course of

monocytic differentiation, a number of immature myeloid cell

line models capable of chemically-induced differentiation along

with primary monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM) were

utilized to model monocytic differentiation (Figure 1). The

HL-60 cell line represents a partially committed myeloid cell

(51, 52), which retains the ability to differentiate toward either

granulocytic or monocytic cell types following treatment with

either dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) or phorbol myristate acetate

(PMA), respectively (53, 54). The U-937 and THP-1 cell lines

represent committed monoblastic cells (55–58), which may be

further differentiated along the monocytic pathway when treated

with PMA (59).

Utilizing these in vitromodel systems, the binding of the Sp1

activator protein to a high affinity HIV-1 Sp site was shown to

increase relative to the binding of the Sp3 repressor isoforms

following PMA-induced monocytic differentiation of HL-60, U-

937 and THP-1 cell lines. Sp binding ratios from PMA-induced

cells lines were also shown to more closely approximate those

derived from primary MDMs than did ratios derived from

uninduced cell lines. In addition, the altered Sp factor binding

phenotype is associated with alterations in the transcriptional

activation generated by a series of HIV-1 cis-acting Sp elements.

Moreover, the PTM analysis on Sp1 and Sp3 proteins from
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untreated and PMA-activated U-937 cells demonstrated a loss of

phosphorylation on certain residues on Sp1 and Sp3 proteins

showing potential functional contribution of these specific PTMs

in regulating LTR-directed transcription.
Materials and methods

Cell culture

The human monocytic cell lines U-937 and THP-1 were

grown in RPMI 1640 media (55, 56) . The human

myelomonocytic cell line HL-60 was grown in Dulbecco’s

media (51, 52). All media were supplemented with 10% heat-

inactivated fetal bovine serum, antibiotics (penicillin,

streptomycin, and kanamycin at 0.04 mg/ml each), L-

glutamine (0.3 mg/ml), and sodium bicarbonate (0.05%). All

cell lines were maintained at 37˚C in the presence of 5% CO2 and

90% relative humidity. To induce monocytic differentiation, HL-

60 cells were cultured in the presence of PMA (10 mM, Sigma)

for 48 hr, while U-937 and THP-1 cells were cultured for 24 hr in

the presence of 0.5 mM and 1.5 mM PMA, respectively (20, 60);

for review see (59). Granulocytic differentiation of HL-60 cells

was induced for 48 hr in the presence of DMSO (1.25%, Sigma)

(53, 54).
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Isolation and characterization
of primary MDMs

Buffy coat preparations obtained from normal healthy

individuals were centrifuged over a Ficoll gradient (300 x g)

for 45 min (61) and the mononuclear fraction was collected and

washed in Hank’s balanced salt solution containing EDTA (0.5

mM final concentration). The cells were resuspended in

Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline containing 10% human

AB serum (US Biological) and HEPES buffer (2.5 mM). This

preparation was subsequently centrifuged (550 x g) for 45 min

over a 46% Percol solution (Pharmacia), and mononuclear cells

were harvested at the resulting interface (62). Cells were washed

with PBS and plated into 100-mm tissue culture plates (Falcon)

at a density of 1 x 106 cell per ml. Following a 1 hr incubation at

37˚C in the presence of 5% CO2 and 90% relative humidity,

nonadherent T cells were removed by washing with RPMI 1640.

Adherent T cells were subsequently maintained in RPMI 1640

supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated human AB serum (US

biological), M-CSF (100 U/ml; R&D Systems), GM-CSF (40 U/

ml; R&D Systems), antibiotics (penicillin, streptomycin, and

kanamycin at 0.04 mg/ml each), L-glutamine (0.3 mg/ml), and

sodium bicarbonate (0.05%). Cells were cultured at 37˚C in the

presence of 5% CO2 and 90% relative humidity for 5 to 10 days

before use. The purity of monocytic preparations was assessed
FIGURE 1

Myeloid differentiation. Diagrammatic representation of the process of myeloid differentiation. Cell lines and primary cell preparations are shown
at their approximate stage in the differentiation process, dotted arrows indicate a cell line’s ability to differentiate towards a given cell type in the
presence of the boxed chemical inducer. When treated with PMA cell lines HL-60 (48 hrs), THP-1 and U-937 (24 hrs) differentiate toward the
monocyte lineage. When treated with DMSO cell line HL-60 (48 hrs) differentiates toward the granulocyte lineage.
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three days after isolation. Purity was determined to be >95% by

flow cytometry. Cells reactive with antibodies directed against

either CD45, CD4 (dim) and CD14; or CD45, CD4 (dim) and

CD15 (dim) were considered monocytic by previous definition

(63). Assessment of the major contaminating cell populations

within the monocytic cell preparations was assessed by flow

cytometry utilizing antibodies directed against CD45, CD20, and

CD15 (bright) for identification of B cells and granulocytes; and

antibodies directed against CD45, CD4, CD3 for the

identification of T cells. All antibodies were purchased from

Becton Dickenson.
Nuclear extract preparation and
electrophoretic mobility shift analyses

Small-scale nuclear extracts were prepared from low-

passage, exponentially-growing cells as previously described

(3). Briefly, cells (1 × 107) were collected by centrifugation,

washed once with ice-cold 1× Dulbecco phosphate-buffered

saline (Mediatech), and lysed in ice-cold lysis buffer [HEPES

(10 mM) pH 7.9, KCl (10 mM), EDTA (0.1 mM), EGTA (0.1

mM), octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol (IGEPAL; Rhodia)

(0.4%), dithiothreitol (DTT; 1 mM), phenylmethylsulfonyl

fluoride (PMSF; 0.5 mM), and HALT protease inhibitor

cocktail (1:100; Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL)]. After

centrifugation (1000 × g), the supernatant (cytoplasmic

extract) was discarded. The pelleted nuclei were gently

resuspended in nuclear extract buffer [HEPES (20 mM), NaCl

(0.4 M), EDTA (1 mM), EGTA (1 mM), DTT (1 mM), PMSF (1

mM), and HALT protease inhibitor cocktail (1:100)], shaken

vigorously on a rocker for 30 min at 4°C, and subjected to

centrifugation for 10 min (14,000 × g). The supernatant (nuclear

extract) was then dialyzed two times for 45 minutes using mini

dialysis units (Thermo Scientific, 2000 molecular weight cutoff)

in dialysis buffer [HEPES (20 mM), KCl (100 mM), EDTA (0.2

mM), glycerol (20%), DTT (1 mM), and PMSF (1 mM)]. The

nuclear extract was recovered from the dialysis units and

transferred to an Eppendorf tube and stored at -80°C in small

aliquots. The protein concentration was determined by Bradford

assay as described by the manufacturer (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

Double-stranded, gel-purified oligonucleotides for

EMS analysis were prepared as previously described (64).

The sequence of the probe used in these studies was derived

from the HIV-1 subtype B consensus Sp site III, 5’-

CCAGGGAGGCGTGGCCTGGG-3’. Oligonucleotides were

synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA)

as previously described (64). For antibody supershift/abrogation

analysis, the indicated antibody (2 mg per reaction) (Santa Cruz
Biotechnologies, Santa Cruz, CA) was added to the reaction and

incubated for 30 min at room temperature prior to addition of

the labeled probe. Complexes were separated on a 4% native

TGE gel.
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Plasmid construction

Complementary single-stranded oligonucleotides

representing the subtype B consensus HIV-1 core LTR

sequence (-83 to +2, relative to the transcriptional start site)

were synthesized and annealed. In addition, an HIV-1 natural

variant Sp element that fails to recruit Sp family factors

(GAAGCGTGGC; (65) was substituted for 1, 2 or all 3 Sp

elements in three additional synthetic oligonucleotides.

Substitution of variant Sp elements in place of subtype B

consensus binding elements began at the NF-kB-proximal Sp

site and sequentially moved toward the TATA element. The four

resulting oligonucleotides were cloned into pGL3-Basic

(Promega) to generate Sp(3x)TATA-Luc, Sp(2x)TATA-Luc, Sp

(1x)TATA-Luc, and Sp(0x)TATA-Luc (Figure 8A). Sp(3x)

TATA-Luc contains three subtype B consensus Sp binding

elements. Sp(2x)TATA-Luc contains a low affinity Sp element

at position III, and subtype B consensus elements at positions II

and I. Sp(1x)TATA-Luc contains two low affinity Sp elements at

positions III and II, and a subtype B consensus element at

position I. Sp(0x)TATA-Luc contains three low affinity Sp

elements (Figure 8). Each construct contains a functional

HIV-1 LTR TATA box as well as additional sequence out to

the start site of transcription. The sequence of each construct was

confirmed prior to experimentation.
Transient transfections and
luciferase assays

Reporter plasmids were transfected in the U-937 and THP-1

monoblastic cell lines using Fugene 6 transfection system

(Promega, Madison, WI) while electroporation was utilized in

the HL-60 myelomonocytic cell line. U-937 or THP-1 cells were

seeded from exponentially growing, low passage cultures at 5 x

105 cells per ml growth medium and transfected with Fugene 6

in 35-mm plates (Falcon). Premixed Fugene (94 ml serum free

RPMI with 6 ml Fugene) was added dropwise to 2.5 mg of the

experimental luciferase vector (THP-1 and U-937) and either

200 ng pRL-CMV, or 100 ng pRL-TK Renilla internal control

vector (THP-1 and U-937, respectively). After a 15-min

incubation, the Fugene/DNA mixture was added directly to

the cells. Cultures were incubated at 37˚C for 24 hr. Cell

extracts were harvested and assayed for luminescence using

the Dual Luciferase Assay (Promega). HL-60 cells were seeded

from exponentially growing, low passage cultures. The

experimental luciferase vector (15 mg) and the pRL-CMV

Renilla internal control vector (50 ng) were added to 5 x 106

cells in 250 ml of culture medium. Cells were subsequently

electroporated (250 V and 960 mF) and transferred to 35-mm

plates (Falcon) in 2 ml growth media. Cultures were incubated

for 24 hr at 37°C. Cell extracts were prepared, and luminescence
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was measured using the Dual Luciferase Assay (Promega).

Chemical differentiating agents, DMSO (1.25%) or PMA (0.5

mM U-937, 1.0 mM HL-60 or 1.5 mM THP-1); were diluted in

culture media and added to transfected cells 30 min after the

addition of the DNA/Fugene mixture. In each case, firefly

luminescence was normalized to Renilla luminescence to

control for variability in transfection efficiency. Activity of the

constructs is presented as the fold-increase in normalized firefly

activity over the activity of the Sp(0x)TATA-Luc construct. Each

transfection was performed in duplicate and repeated at least

three separate times. Error bars indicate the standard deviation

among data obtained from independent experiments.
Mass spectroscopy and post-
translational modification (PTM)
analyses on Sp1 and Sp3

Total protein was isolated from U-937 and U-937 PMA-

treated cell pellets. The isolated proteins were then digested with

trypsin in solution and enriched for phosphopeptides with

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) column. The digested peptides were

then extracted with 50% acetonitrile containing 5% formic acid,

dried in a speedvac and resuspended in the appropriate mobile

phase for LC-MS/MS analysis. A linear acetonitrile gradient was

used to separate the tryptic peptides based on their

hydrophobicity prior to MS analysis on a Thermo Scientific

LTQ XL mass spectrometer and with a total run time of 90 min

per sample. The samples were then analyzed separately by nano-

LC-MS/MS and the PTM analyses for phosphorylation were

performed. A data-dependent Top 5 method was used where a

full MS scan from m/z 400-1500 was followed by MS/MS scans

of the five most abundant ions. Each ion was subjected to CID

(Collision Induced Dissociation) for fragmentation and peptide

identification. Raw data files from each sample were then

searched using Proteome Discoverer 1.4 (Thermo Scientific)

and SEQUEST algorithm against FASTA databases for Sp1

(P08047.3) and Sp3 (Q02447) from UniProt. PhosphoRS 3.0

algorithm (integrated into the Proteome Discoverer) was used

for phosphorylation site localization, whereas fixed value PSM

Validator was used for PSM validation in database searches for

Sp1 and Sp3. pRS site probabilities above 75% were used as a

cutoff to obtain good evidence that a responsive site was

truly phosphorylated.
Statistical analysis

The quantitative two-tailed student t-test was utilized and

p < 0.05 was considered significant.
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Results

Sp1 and Sp3 isoforms are present in
myelomonocytic and monoblastic cell
lines as well as primary MDMs

To investigate the relative amounts of the different Sp family

TFs present during the course of monocytic differentiation it was

necessary to identify the Sp family members present in each of

the cell types examined. EMS analyses were performed utilizing a

20-bp oligonucleotide probe centered on the subtype B

consensus HIV-1 Sp site III in conjunction with HL-60, U-

937, THP-1 and primary MDM nuclear extracts. The U-937 and

THP-1 nuclear extracts each generated four distinct DNA-

protein complexes (Figure 2, lanes 1 and 6). Addition of

antibody directed against Sp1 resulted in both the partial

abrogation of complex A and the generation of a lower

mobility complex (Figure 2, compare lanes 1 and 6 to lanes 2

and 7). Complexes B and C were shown to be reactive with

antibody directed against Sp3 by a combination of abrogation

(complexes B and C) and supershift (either complex B or

complex C) (Figure 2, compare lanes 1 and 6 to lanes 3 and

8). Consistent with the analysis of individual antibodies, the

combined use of both Sp1 and Sp3 antibodies resulted in both

the abrogation of complexes A, B and C and the generation of

multiple low mobility complexes (Figure 2, lanes 4 and 9). Sp4

antibody did not react significantly with any of the complexes in

reactions containing U-937 or THP-1 nuclear extract. Complex

D was unaffected by the presence of any of the Sp antibodies

examined and has been shown to be nonspecific by competition

with homologous and non-homologous competitors (data not

shown). EMS reactions containing HL-60 nuclear extract

generated DNA-protein complexes consistent with complexes

A through D in the U-937 and THP-1 extracts (Figure 2,

compare lane 11 to lanes 1 and 6). Complex A and B was

found to contain Sp1 while complexes B and C were found to

contain Sp3 (Figure 2, lanes 11-14). In addition to these four

complexes, a fifth high mobility complex was observed (Figure 2,

lane 11, complex E). This complex was shown to be partially

abrogated in the presence of either Sp1 or Sp3 antibody. Use of

both Sp1 and Sp3 antibody resulted in nearly complete

abrogation of complex E, suggesting that this high mobility

complex may represent proteolytic Sp factor fragments, which

retain their DNA-binding activity (27). Analysis of the primary

MDM extract also yielded complexes similar to those observed

in the U-937, THP-1 and HL-60 analysis. Complex A was shown

to contain Sp1 (Figure 2, compare lane 16 and 17). Although

complexes B and C appeared in low abundance, supershift

analysis with Sp3 antibody yielded a faint low mobility

complex consistent with the presence of Sp3 containing DNA-

protein complexes (Figure 2, lane 18). As before, complex D was
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shown to be nonspecific by competition analysis (data not

shown). A fifth complex (complex E), similar to that observed

in EMS reactions utilizing HL-60 nuclear extract (Figure 2C),

again demonstrated partial abrogation in the presence of either

Sp1 or Sp3 antisera (Figure 2, lanes 17 and 18). Use of both Sp1

and Sp3 antibodies resulted in nearly complete abrogation of the

complex (Figure 2, lane 19).
Alterations in the relative binding of Sp1
and Sp3 during differentiation of a
myelomonocytic cell line

It was observed in initial studies that the ratio of Sp1 to Sp3

might vary among nuclear extracts prepared from primaryMDM,

monoblastic (U-937 and THP-1) and myelomonoblastic (HL-60)

cell populations. To determine whether alterations in the relative

binding of Sp family activators (Sp1) and Sp family repressors

(full-length and truncated Sp3) occurred during the course of

monocytic differentiation, the binding of Sp factors was examined

in a probe titration EMS analysis under conditions where each of

the three major Sp complexes could be quantitated. Increasing

amounts of a 20-bp probe centered on the HIV-1 subtype B

consensus Sp site III was reacted with a constant amount of

nuclear extract. When the probe is saturated with respect to the

available binding protein, the relative abundance of each complex

will primarily reflect the relative amounts of protein in the extract

capable of binding probe. Under these conditions, a comparison

of unstimulated, DMSO-stimulated, and PMA-stimulated HL-60

nuclear extracts (Figure 3A) provides an indication of the relative
Frontiers in Virology 06
levels of Sp factors present in myelomonocytic cells

(unstimulated), granulocytic cells (DMSO-treated), and

monocytic cells (PMA-treated).

Quantitation of the resulting DNA-protein complexes and

subsequent comparison of the complex intensities at saturation

(Figure 3B) allows identification of the relative levels of each

DNA-protein complex. The relative levels of Sp1 and Sp3

demonstrated little or no difference when nuclear extracts of

untreated and DMSO-treated HL-60 cells were examined. In

each case, the level of Sp1 relative to full-length Sp3 was

approximately 2:1 (Figure 3C). Similarly, the level of Sp1

relative to truncated Sp3 was also approximately 2:1, while the

level of full-length Sp3 relative to truncated Sp3 was nearly 1:1 in

both extracts (Figure 3C). In contrast to the similarity among the

Sp1- and Sp3-containing complexes, the intensity of the

nonspecific complex D and the Sp1-Sp3 reactive low mobility

complex E (Figure 3A) were notably reduced following DMSO

treatment. Overall, it appears that DMSO treatment, which

approximates myeloid differentiation (53), has little impact on

the relative binding levels of Sp1, full-length Sp3, or truncated

Sp3 to the HIV-1 subtype B consensus Sp site III.

In contrast to the Sp ratios observed between untreated and

DMSO-treated HL-60 nuclear extracts, a comparison of

untreated and PMA-treated HL-60 nuclear extracts yielded a

different result. The level of Sp1 relative to full-length Sp3 was

approximately 2:1 in each case (Figure 3C). However, the level of

Sp1 relative to truncated Sp3 increased from 2:1 in untreated

HL-60 nuclear extracts to nearly 3.6:1.0 in PMA-treated extracts

(Figure 3C, middle panel). Similarly, the ratio of full-length Sp3

relative to truncated Sp3 increased from just under 1:1 in
A B DC

FIGURE 2

Monocytic Sp TFs bind a high affinity HIV-1 Sp binding site. EMS analyses using the HIV-1 subtype B consensus Sp site III were performed as
described in the Materials and Methods. Binding reactions included 6 mg of U-937 (A), THP-1 (B), or HL-60 (C) nuclear extract with 60,000 cpm
radiolabled probe (approximately 1 ng). MDM nuclear extract (20 mg) (D) was also reacted with 60,000 cpm of radiolabled probe. Antisera (1 ml)
was added as indicated. DNA-protein complexes are labeled A through E, while supershifted DNA-protein complexes are indicated with arrows.
This was performed as three independent experiments with a representative image presented.
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untreated extracts to nearly 2:1 in PMA-treated nuclear extracts.

As with the DMSO-treated extracts, complexes D and E

(Figure 3A) were noticeably reduced following differentiation.

Overall, it appears that PMA treatment, which approximates

monocytic differentiation (54), causes an increase in both Sp1

and full-length Sp3 relative to truncated Sp3.
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Alterations in the relative binding of Sp1
and Sp3 during differentiation of two
monoblastic cell lines

To determine if the changes in relative Sp factor binding

observed during the chemical differentiation of HL-60 cells was
A

B

C

FIGURE 3

Relative levels of Sp factor binding in the myleomonocytic HL-60 cell line are altered with the addition of the chemical differentiating agent,
PMA. Relative Sp factor binding was examined by EMS probe titration analyses. (A) Untreated, DMSO-treated, and PMA-treated HL-60 nuclear
extracts (6 mg) were reacted with increasing amounts of labeled HIV-1 Sp site III probe (12,500 to 500,000 cpm; 0.09 to 3.75 ng). Complexes
were separated utilizing a 2-hr electrophoresis interval through a 4% acrylamide gel to retain unbound probe and facilitate subsequent analysis.
DNA-protein complexes are labeled A through E; arrows indicate the position of low mobility Sp-related complexes. Representative image
shown. (B) Untreated, DMSO-treated, and PMA-treated HL-60 nuclear extracts (6 mg) were reacted with increasing amounts of labeled HIV-1 Sp
site III probe (12,500 to 500,000 cpm; 0.09 to 3.75 ng). Complexes were subjected to a 3-hr electrophoresis interval utilizing 4% acrylamide to
allow for greater separation and a more accurate subsequent quantitation of the resulting DNA-protein complexes. Unbound probe was not
retained. DNA-protein complexes were quantitated and graphed as phosphorimager units per complex. Representative graph shown. (C) DNA-
protein complexes intensities (B) were averaged at saturation and their relative levels compared within a given gel. This process was repeated
three times and the average of the three relative intensities was graphed for each pair of DNA-protein complexes examined: Sp1 relative to full-
length Sp3 (Sp3 Fl), Sp1 relative to truncated Sp3 (Sp3 Tr), and Sp3 Fl relative to Sp3 Tr. Comparisons between all were evaluated by the
quantitative two-tailed student t-test and p < 0.05 was considered significant (*).
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cell type-specific or related to a more general physiologic

process, similar experiments were performed using the U-937

and THP-1 monoblastic cell lines. Nuclear extracts from

untreated and PMA-treated cells were utilized in probe

titration analyses under conditions in which each of the three

Sp complexes could be separately quantitated (U-937, Figure 4A;

THP-1, Figure 5A). Subsequent quantitation and comparison of

complex intensities at saturation allowed for comparisons of

relative factor binding profiles (U-937, Figure 4B; THP-

1, Figure 5B).

Significant alterations in relative factor binding were observed

with chemical differentiation of U-937 cells with PMA. The level of

Sp1 relative to full-length Sp3 in untreated U-937 cells was similar

to that seen in untreated HL-60 cells, nearly 2:1 in each case

(compare Figures 3C, 4C). This ratio increased to 3:1 in PMA-

treated U-937 nuclear extracts (Figure 4C). The level of Sp1 relative

to truncated Sp3 in untreated U-937 cells was again similar to that

observed in nuclear extract prepared from untreated HL-60 cells

(compare Figure 3C, 4C). However, this ratio increased from

1.8:1.0 in untreated U-937 nuclear extract to approximately

5.6:1.0 in nuclear extract prepared from PMA-treated U-937 cells

(Figure 4C). The level of full-length Sp3 relative to truncated Sp3

was again near equivalent in nuclear extracts derived from

untreated U-937 and HL-60 cells, approximately 1:1 in each case

(compare Figures 3C, 4C). Examination of nuclear extracts from

PMA-treated U-937 cells yielded a 2:1 ratio between full-length

Sp3 and truncated Sp3 (Figure 4C). In summary, the Sp factor

ratios observed in nuclear extracts prepared from the U-937 cell

line were consistent with those observed in extracts prepared from

the HL-60 cell line, in that a relative increase in Sp1 over both full-

length and truncated Sp3 was observed following PMA-induced

monocytic differentiation.

Relative Sp factor ratios were also examined in THP-1

monoblastic nuclear extracts. The level of Sp1 relative to full-

length Sp3 in untreated THP-1 nuclear extracts (Figure 5C) was

similar to those observed in untreated U-937 (Figure 4C) and HL-

60 extracts (Figure 3C). Nuclear extracts prepared from PMA-

treated THP-1 cells exhibited Sp1 to full-length Sp3 ratios of

2.7:1.0, a value above that of untreated U-937 and THP-1 extracts,

but below that of PMA-treated U-937 extracts (Figure 5C). The

level of Sp1 relative to truncated Sp3 in untreated THP-1 extracts

(2.7:1.0) was above that observed with U-937 (2:1) and HL-60

(2:1) nuclear extracts (THP-1, Figure 5C; U-937, Figure 4C; HL-

60, Figure 3C). Similar to previous results, nuclear extracts

prepared from PMA-treated THP-1 cells exhibited an increase

in the Sp1 to truncated Sp3 ratio as compared to the ratio

observed with extracts prepared from untreated THP-1 cells

(compare 4.3:1.0 to 2.7:1.0, respectively; Figure 5C). The full-

length Sp3 to truncated Sp3 ratio obtained with nuclear extracts

prepared from untreated THP-1 cells (Figure 5C) was slightly

above those ratios generated from U-937 (Figure 4C) and HL-60

(Figure 3C) nuclear extract. However, nuclear extracts prepared

from PMA-treated THP-1 cells exhibited little or no increase in
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the full-length Sp3 to truncated Sp3 ratio compared to extracts

prepared from untreated THP-1 cells (Figure 5C). In summary,

the use of the THP-1 monoblastic cell line as a model of PMA-

induced monocytic differentiation yielded results similar to those

observed in the U-937 monoblastic and HL-60 myleomonoblastic

cell lines. In each case, the activating Sp1 was found to increase

relative to the repressor Sp3 isoforms.
Relative binding of Sp1 and Sp3 isoforms
in primary MDMs

To determine whether the increase in relative Sp1 binding

observed during chemical differentiation of monoblastic and

myelomonocytic cell lines was a direct result of a monocytic

differentiation process or a process specific to monocytic cell

lines and thus unrelated to the differentiation process that occurs

in primary monocytic cell populations in vivo, the relative binding

of Sp factors in primary MDMs was examined. MDMs are known

to differentiate during the process of isolation from peripheral

blood. Hence, it was hypothesized that Sp factor binding ratios

derived from MDM nuclear extracts would be similar to those

observed in chemically differentiated nuclear extracts, if the

alterations in Sp factor ratios were dependent on the process of

monocytic differentiation.

MDM nuclear extracts were utilized in probe titration

analyses (Figure 6A) under conditions in which each of the

major Sp complexes could be quantitated (Figure 6B). The ratio

of Sp1 relative to full-length Sp3 was 3:1 (MDM, Figure 6C), a

value similar to ratios derived from PMA-treated U-937

(Figure 4C) and THP-1 (Figure 5C) nuclear extracts (3.0:1.0

and 2.8:1.0, respectively) and greater than the value obtained

with PMA-treated HL-60 nuclear extracts (Figure 3C, 2.1:1.0).

The level of Sp1 relative to truncated Sp3 was 3.7:1.0 (MDM,

Figure 6C), a level similar to PMA-treated HL-60 (Figure 3C)

and THP-1 (Figure 5C) cells (3.6:1.0 and 4.3:1.0, respectively),

but somewhat below the level derived from PMA-treated U-937

cells (Figure 4C, 5.6:1.0). The level of full-length Sp3 relative to

truncated Sp3 was 1.3:1.0 in primary MDM nuclear extracts

(Figure 6C). When compared to chemically-differentiated cell

lines exhibiting ratios between 1.6:1.0 and 1.9:1.0, it was

apparent that MDM nuclear extracts exhibit less binding of

full-length Sp3 relative to truncated Sp3 (MDM, Figure 6C; U-

937, Figure 4C; THP-1, Figure 5C; HL-60, Figure 3C).

Because Sp1 activates transcription from the HIV-1 LTR

while both Sp3 isoforms act as transcriptional repressors (47), a

comparison of activator to repressor ratios [Sp1/(Full length Sp3 +

Truncated Sp3)], may allow for a more succinct view of the

functional impact of different levels of Sp factor binding

(Figure 7). Nuclear extracts from untreated cell lines, modeling

undifferentiated monoblastic cells, each exhibited lower activator/

repressor ratios than their PMA differentiated counterparts,

indicating a potential increase in transcriptional activation from
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FIGURE 4

Relative levels of Sp factor binding in the monoblastic U-937 cell line varies with the addition of the chemical differentiating agent, PMA. Relative Sp
factor binding was examined by EMS probe titration analyses. (A) Untreated and PMA-treated U-937 nuclear extracts (6 mg) were reacted with
increasing amounts of labeled HIV-1 Sp site III probe (12,500 to 500,000 cpm; 0.09 to 3.75 ng). Complexes were separated by a 2-hr
electrophoresis interval through a 4% acrylamide gel to retain unbound probe to facilitate subsequent analysis. DNA-protein complexes are labeled
A through D; arrows indicate the position of low mobility Sp-related complexes. Representative image shown. (B) Untreated and PMA-treated U-
937 nuclear extracts (6 mg) were reacted with increasing amounts of labeled HIV-1 Sp site III probe (12,500 to 500,000 cpm; 0.09 to 3.75 ng).
Complexes were subjected to a 3-hr electrophoresis interval utilizing 4% acrylamide to allow for greater separation and a more accurate
subsequent quantitation of the resulting DNA-protein complexes. Unbound probe was not retained. DNA-protein complexes were quantitated and
graphed as phosphorimager units per complex. Representative graph shown. (C) DNA-protein complex intensities (B) were averaged at saturation
and their relative levels compared within a given gel. This process was repeated three times and the average of the three relative intensities was
graphed for each pair of DNA-protein complexes examined: Sp1 relative to Sp3 Fl, Sp1 relative to Sp3 Tr, and Sp3 Fl relative to Sp3 Tr. Comparisons
between all were evaluated by the quantitative two-tailed student t-test and p < 0.05 was considered significant (*).
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FIGURE 5

Relative levels of Sp factor binding in the monoblastic THP-1 cell line varies with the addition of the chemical differentiating agent, PMA. Relative Sp
factor binding was examined by EMS probe titration analyses. (A) Untreated and PMA-treated THP-1 nuclear extracts (6 mg) were reacted with
increasing amounts of labeled HIV-1 Sp site III probe (12,500 to 500,000 cpm; 0.09 to 3.75 ng). Complexes were separated by a 2-hr
electrophoresis interval utilizing 4% acrylamide gel to retain unbound probe to facilitate subsequent analysis. DNA-protein complexes are labeled A
through D; arrows indicate the position of low mobility Sp-related complexes. Representative image shown. (B) Untreated and PMA-treated THP-1
nuclear extracts (6 mg) were reacted with increasing amounts of labeled HIV-1 Sp site III probe (12,500 to 500,000 cpm; 0.09 to 3.75 ng).
Complexes were subjected to a 3-hr electrophoresis interval utilizing 4% acrylamide to allow for greater separation and a more accurate
subsequent quantitation of the DNA-protein complexes. Unbound probe was not retained. DNA-protein complexes were quantitated and graphed
as phosphorimager units per complex. Representative graph shown. (C) DNA-protein complexes intensities (B) were averaged at plateau and their
relative levels compared within a given gel. This process was repeated three times and the average of the three relative intensities was graphed for
each pair of DNA-protein complexes examined: Sp1 relative to full-length Sp3, Sp1 relative to Sp3 Tr, and Sp3 Fl relative to Sp3 Tr. Comparisons
between all were evaluated by the quantitative two-tailed student t-test and p < 0.05 was considered significant (*).
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HIV-1 promoters containing active cis-acting Sp elements

following monocytic differentiation. In the case of the HL-60

and U-937 nuclear extracts, each exhibited a nearly 1:1 ratio of

activating Sp factors to repressing Sp factors. Following chemical

differentiation with PMA, these ratios increased to 1.9:1.0 and

2.0:1.0, respectively (Figure 7). However, DMSO-induced

granulocytic differentiation of the HL-60 myelomonocytic cell

line generated a much smaller change in the activator/repressor

ratio (compare 1.0:1.0 untreated to 1.2:1.0 treated) implying that

the change in Sp factor recruitment observed with PMA-

treatment were more a function of monocytic differentiation,

than granulocytic differentiation. Nuclear extracts prepared from

untreated cells exhibited similar levels of activating and repressing

Sp factors (compare THP-1, 1.1:1.0; U-937, 0.9:1.0; and HL-60,

1.0:1.0; Figure 7). Interestingly, nuclear extracts from PMA-

differentiated THP-1 cells, exhibited a smaller increase in the

activator/repressor ratio (compare 1.1:1.0 untreated to 1.7:1.0
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PMA-treated, Figure 7) than did nuclear extracts from either

PMA-differentiated HL-60 or U-937 cells (compare 1.0:1.0

untreated to 1.9:1.0 PMA-treated, HL-60; and 0.9:1.0 untreated

to 2.0:1.0 PMA-treated U-937; Figure 7). When the activator/

repressor ratio of primaryMDM (1.7:1.0) was compared to that of

the cell lines examined, it was clear that primary MDMs have Sp

factor binding profiles which more closely resemble profiles from

chemically-differentiated monoblastic and myelomonoblastic cell

lines as compared to their untreated counterparts (Figure 7).
Impact of altered Sp factor binding on
transcriptional activity of subtype B
consensus HIV-1 cis-acting Sp elements

To examine the effect of the altered Sp factor ratios on HIV-1

LTR-directed gene expression in the absence of any confounding
A

B

C

FIGURE 6

Relative levels of Sp factor binding in primary MDMs. Relative Sp factor binding was examined by EMS probe titration analyses. (A) Primary MDM
nuclear extracts (20 mg) were reacted with increasing amounts of labeled HIV-1 Sp site III probe (12,500 to 500,000 cpm; 0.09 to 3.75 ng).
Complexes were separated by a 2-hr electrophoresis interval utilizing 4% acrylamide gel to retain unbound probe for subsequent analysis. DNA-
protein complexes are labeled A through D; arrows indicate the position of low mobility Sp-related complexes. Representative image shown.
(B) Primary MDM nuclear extracts (6 mg) were reacted with increasing amounts of labeled HIV-1 Sp site III probe (12,500 to 500,000 cpm.; 0.09
to 3.75 ng). Complexes were subjected to a 3-hr electrophoresis interval utilizing 4% acrylamide to allow for greater separation and a more
accurate subsequent quantitation of the DNA-protein complexes. Unbound probe was not retained. DNA-protein complexes were quantitated
and graphed as phosphorimager units per complex. (C) DNA-protein complexes intensities Representative graph shown. (B) were averaged at
saturation and their relative levels compared within a given gel. This process was repeated three times and the average of the three relative
intensities was graphed for each pair of DNA-protein complexes examined: Sp1 relative to Sp3 Fl, Sp1 relative to Sp3 Tr, and Sp3 Fl relative to
Sp3 Tr. Comparisons between all were evaluated by the quantitative two-tailed student t-test and p < 0.05 was considered significant (*).
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effects from non-Sp related changes in the transcriptional factor

milieu which might be induced following monocyte

differentiation, analyses were performed with a series of

constructs containing only the TATA box and Sp elements.

Specifically, transient transfection-reporter gene analyses were

performed on truncated HIV-1 subtype B LTR-luciferase

constructs containing three, two, one or no active cis-acting Sp

elements (Figure 8A). To test the impact of altered Sp factor

binding ratios on the activity of these constructs, fold-activation

of the Sp(0x)TATA construct following the addition of one, two

or three active Sp elements was examined in the HL-60, U-937

and THP-1 cell lines both in their undifferentiated and chemical-

differentiated states. When these studies were performed in the

HL-60 cell line, the addition of each active Sp element caused a

sequential increase in promoter activity [Sp(0x)TATA ≤ Sp(1x)

TATA < Sp(2x)TATA < Sp(3x)TATA] in both untreated and

PMA-treated HL-60 cells (Figure 8B). The activity of each

individual construct relative to that of the Sp(0x)TATA

construct was then compared in untreated and chemically

differentiated cells. Similar increases in activity were observed

when both the Sp(1x)TATA and the Sp(2x)TATA constructs

were examined (Figure 8B). However, the Sp(3x)TATA

construct generated a small increase in promoter activity in

PMA-treated cells than in untreated cells (compare 17-fold in

untreated to 27-fold in PMA-treated; Figure 8B). This increase

in fold-activation of the Sp(0x)TATA construct in the presence

of PMA was qualitatively consistent with the 92% elevation in Sp

activator binding observed in PMA-treated HL-60 nuclear
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extracts (compare untreated and PMA-treated HL-60

cells; Figure 7).

When these constructs were examined in U-937 cells, the

addition of each active Sp element again caused a sequential

increase in promoter activity [Sp(0x)TATA ≤ Sp(1x)TATA <

Sp(2x)TATA < Sp(3x)TATA] in both untreated and PMA-

treated U-937 cells (Figure 8C). When the activity of each

individual construct relative to that of the Sp(0x)TATA

construct was compared in untreated and chemically

differentiated cells, significant differences were observed.

When examined in untreated U-937 cells the Sp(1x)TATA

construct resulted in no increase in activity over the Sp(0x)

TATA construct, however a 1.8-fold increase in activity was

observed when the constructs were tested in PMA-treated U-

937 cells (Figure 8C). Similarly, the untreated Sp(2x)TATA

construct generated a 3.3-fold increase in activity relative the

Sp(0x)TATA construct in untreated cells, and a 14-fold

increase in this activity in PMA-treated cells (Figure 8C).

The Sp(3x)TATA construct, containing three active Sp

elements, generated activity 5.7-fold over that of the Sp(0x)

TATA construct in untreated cells, while the same comparison

in PMA-treated cells yielded a 38-fold increase in promoter

activity (Figure 8C). These results are consistent with results

observed in HL-60 cells, in that a 116% increase in the relative

levels of Sp family activators observed in PMA-treated extracts

(compare untreated and PMA-treated U-937 cells; Figure 8)

qualitatively correlates with the increased levels of LTR-

luciferase activity observed in the presence of PMA.
FIGURE 7

Comparisons of relative Sp family activator to repressor levels in untreated and chemically differentiated cell lines as well as primary MDM. To
facilitate an examination of the effect of changing Sp factor binding on Sp-mediated activation of the HIV-1 LTR, results from Figures 3–6 have
been coalesced to illustrate Sp1 (total activator) to the sum of both Sp3 isoforms (total repressor). Results from untreated and chemically
differentiated cell lines are presented along with results from primary MDM. Statistical analysis between the three basal cells lines show no
statistical difference. PMA treated cells cell lines were all statistically significantly higher than their basal comparator. Most important is that there
was not a statistical difference between the PMA-treated cell lines and primary MDMs in this ratio. Comparisons between all were evaluated by
the quantitative two-tailed student t-test and p < 0.05 was considered significant (*).
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Similar to observations in HL-60 and U-937 cells, the

addition of each active Sp element caused a sequential increase

in promoter activity [Sp(0x)TATA ≤ Sp(1x)TATA < Sp(2x)

TATA < Sp(3x)TATA] in both untreated and PMA-treated

THP-1 cells (Figure 8D). As before, the activity of each

individual construct relative to that of the Sp(0x)TATA

construct was compared in untreated and chemically

differentiated cells. Unlike the results obtained with HL-60

or U-937 cells, a comparison of construct activity in untreated

and PMA-treated THP-1 cells generated little or no difference

in activity relative to the Sp(0x)TATA construct (Figure 8D).

The lack of a PMA-induced increase in the activation of the

Sp-containing LTR-Luciferase constructs may be related to the

smaller (47%) increase in the binding of Sp family activators

relative to repressors observed with THP-1 nuclear extracts

following PMA treatment (compare untreated and PMA-

treated THP-1 cells; Figure 8). Cumulatively, results from

the HL-60, U-937 and THP-1 cell lines indicate that

enhancement of Sp1 factor binding relative to Sp3 isoform

binding may influence , but not ful ly predict , the

transcriptional activity generated from the cis-acting Sp

elements of the HIV-1 LTR.
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Identification of phosphorylation
changes on Sp1 and Sp3 upon
PMA-induced differentiation of
promonocytic U-937 cells

It is well established that activity and stability of cellular TFs

is regulated by PTMs including phosphorylation, glycosylation,

acetylation, ubiquitination, methylation and sumoylation

[reviewed in (66)]. For the Sp family of TFs, PTMs have been

shown to influence several functional aspects including protein-

protein interactions, sequence-specific DNA binding, and

transcriptional activity (41). To evaluate the changes in PTMs

on Sp1 and Sp3 in the process of monocytic differentiation, mass

spectroscopy analysis was performed as described above. U-937

promocytic cells were utilized in this analysis as these cells

demonstrated a good separation of transcriptional activity

between untreated and PMA-treated conditions (see

Figure 8C). Untreated and 0.5 mM PMA-treated U-937 cells

were lysed and subjected to LC MS/MS analysis after trypsin

digestion followed by PTM analyses as described above. Results

identified loss of phosphorylation on S126, S137, S360, S365,

T375, S376, S379, S765, S777, and S781 positions for Sp1
A B

DC

FIGURE 8

Altered Sp factor binding correlated with chemical differentiation alters the activity of the Sp elements of the HIV-1 LTR. (A) Diagrammatic
depiction of the truncated LTR-Luciferase constructs examined. (B) Standard reporter gene analysis utilizing the dual luciferase reporter gene
system (see Materials and Methods for details) was employed to determine the effect of chemically-induced monocytic differentiation on the
activity of constructs containing three, two, one or no active Sp cis-acting elements. Results compare the activity of constructs in the HL-60
(B), U-937 (C), and THP-1 (D) cells in the absence or presence of PMA treatment. Activity is shown as fold-increase over the Sp(0x)TATA
construct. Individual experiments were performed in duplicate and repeated at least three times. Error bars represent the standard deviation
between the replicate experiments.
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(Table 1). There was also a gain of phosphorylation at S127.

Similarly, for Sp3, loss of phosphorylation was observed but only

on the T574 residue (Table 2). The PTM analysis did not detect

the well-studied amino acid residues in the transactivation

domains of Sp1 and Sp3 including Ser131, T355 and others

(43). It may be due to inefficient digestion with trypsin (data not

shown) or uniqueness of the cell types and culture conditions

utilized in this study. Nevertheless, the results identified

additional novel sites where Sp1 and Sp3 were post-

translationally modified upon activation in monocytic-lineage

cells. Is the specific loss of phosphorylation on these residues a

result of other competitive PTMs and what is their functional

relevance to LTR-directed transcription? These questions are

highly relevant and would require additional studies focused on

mutating these residues and evaluating the impact on Sp1/Sp3

binding to cognate sites in the HIV-1 LTR and downstream

transcriptional activation.
Discussion

Cells of the monocyte-macrophage lineage play critical roles

in the function of immune system during infection by pathogens

such as HIV-1. The process of monocytic differentiation induces

a shift in the relative levels of Sp TFs with a favorable binding of

the activating Sp1 over the two Sp3 isoforms. These alterations

in Sp TFs appear to increase the transcriptional activity provided

by the cis-acting Sp elements of the HIV-1 subtype B

consensus LTR.

A comparison of Sp factor binding ratios derived from

MDMs, chemically-differentiated cell lines, and their

undifferentiated counterparts, illustrated that ratios derived

from MDMs and chemically-differentiated cells more closely

resemble each other than did ratios from undifferentiated cells

(compare Figure 6C to Figures 3C, 4C, 5C). These results suggest

that Sp factor binding ratios derived from chemically

differentiated cells lines may act as an appropriate proxy for

Sp factor binding in primary MDMs.

After demonstrating an alteration in the binding profiles of

Sp factors following monocytic differentiation, it was of interest

to examine the mechanism by which their binding profiles were

altered. To this end, the level of both Sp1 and Sp3 were examined

by western immunoblot analyses. Interestingly, no significant

differences in the levels of Sp factors were detected between

nuclear extracts derived from untreated and chemically

differentiated U-937 or THP-1 cells (data not shown).

Although a small increase in Sp factors was observed in HL-60

cells upon PMA-induced monocytic differentiation, a similar

increase was also observed following DMSO-induced

granulocytic differentiation (data not shown) indicating that

the increased protein levels were not the likely cause of the

altered factor binding. Hence, changes in Sp factor binding do
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not appear to be driven by changes in the nuclear concentrations

of the Sp factors, though this observation could also be validated

through chromatin immunoprecipitation and qPCR. Thus, it

was hypothesized that Sp factor binding may be regulated by a

post-translational mechanism. The PTM analysis on Sp1 and

Sp3 upon differentiation with PMA revealed loss of

phosphorylation on several residues on Sp1 and one such

modification was seen on Sp3 (Tables 1, 2). The PTM data did

not result in the detection of some of the reported

phosphorylated residues in Sp1 and Sp3. This may be due a

variety of factors including inefficient digestion with trypsin

prior to MS/MS or it may be due to unique patterns of

phosphorylation of Sp factors in the promonocytic U-937

cells. Additional studies will need to be performed that will

involve the use of a combination of proteases (Chymotrypsin

and trypsin) to generate superior digestion to yield smaller

peptides and better coverage. In addition, in future studies in

this regard, we would also want to perform these studies in other

myeloid cells to see if there is differential phosphorylation in

myeloid cell type populations. These studies are extensive and

beyond the scope of this report. Additionally, the functional

contribution of these newly-identified phosphorylation sites on

Sp1 and Sp3 will be evaluated in context of LTR-directed

transcription by sequentially mutating these residues coupled

with additional functional studies to pinpoint the role of these

residues with respect to the impact of Sp phosphorylation on

regulating HIV-1 gene expression during differentiation and

activation of this important lineage of cells.

After observing an increase in Sp1 binding relative to the two

Sp3 isoforms, the mechanisms guiding altered Sp factor binding

profiles and how they impact the activity of subtype B consensus

HIV-1 LTR cis-acting Sp elements was examined. Because Sp1

has been shown to activate the HIV-1 LTR while both Sp3

isoforms have been shown to repress it (47), we hypothesized

that an increase in Sp1 binding relative the Sp3 isoforms would

correlate with increased LTR activity. To examine this

hypothesis a series of truncated HIV-1 LTR constructs (-83 to

+2 relative the transcriptional start site) containing a TATA box

and either three, two, one or no active Sp binding elements were

utilized in transient expression analyses in HL-60, U-937, and

THP-1 cells in the absence or presence of PMA (Figure 8A). The

activity of each construct was then compared to the activity of

the construct containing no active Sp elements. This measure of

relative activity facilitated a comparison of each construct

activity in a given cell line in the absence or presence of PMA.

Furthermore, one might anticipate a greater increase in the

relative activity of a construct containing Sp elements in a

cellular environment, which favors binding of the activating

Sp1 over the repressing Sp3 isoforms. In general, assuming that

the activation potential for the Sp factors themselves remains

unchanged during differentiation, the increase in LTR activity

observed with each additional Sp element would be greater

after differentiation.
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Results from two of the three cell lines examined

qualitatively support this hypothesis. The HL-60 and U-937

cell lines both exhibit increases in their activator to repressor

ratio (Figure 7) and an increased relative activity of cis-acting Sp

elements (Figures 8B, C) following chemically induced

monocytic differentiation. However, the qualitative
Frontiers in Virology 15
relationship between the activator to repressor ratio and the

increase in relative activity of cis-acting Sp elements is

significantly different. The HL-60 cell line exhibited a 92%

increase in the activator to repressor ratio (Figure 7) and a

55% increase in the relative activity of the Sp(3x)TATA LTR-

Luciferase construct (Figure 8B) with PMA treatment. While the

U-937 cell line exhibited a 116% increase in the activator to

repressor ratio (Figure 7) and a 5.6-fold increase in the relative

activity of the Sp(3x)TATA LTR-Luciferase construct

(Figure 8C) with PMA treatment. In addition, PMA treatment

causes the Sp(1x)TATA and Sp(2x)TATA constructs to exhibit

little increase in relative activity in HL-60 cells while a greater

increase was observed in U-937 cells (compare Figure 8B to

Figure 8C). Conversely, the THP-1 cell line did not appear to

qualitatively or quantitatively adhere to our aforementioned
TABLE 1 PTM (phosphorylation) analysis on Sp1 in promonocytic
U-937 cells upon PMA stimulation.

Amino acid
phosphorylated

Position in Sp1
sequence

U-
937UT

U-
937PMA

S 2 + +

S 7 + +

T 12 + +

S 36 + +

S 124 + +

S 126 + -

S 127 - +

T 128 + +

S 134 + +

S 136 + +

S 137 + -

S 360 + -

S 365 + -

T 375 + -

S 376 + -

S 379 + -

T 599 + +

T 605 + +

Y 608 + +

S 612 + +

S 617 + +

Y 637 + +

T 640 + +

S 641 + +

T 651 + +

T 659 + +

S 661 + +

Y 662 + +

T 668 + +

S 670 + +

T 679 + +

T 681 + +

S 698 + +

S 702 + +

T 707 + +

S 765 + -

S 777 + -

S 781 + -
(UT- untreated and PMA- PMA 0.5mM treated).
(+ indicates phosphorylation; - indicated no phosphorylation; phosphoR site probabilities
of 75% or more were considered; green boxes highlight a dephosphorylation event and
red box highlights phosphorylation).
TABLE 2 PTM (phosphorylation) analysis on Sp3 in promonocytic
U-937 cells upon PMA stimulation.

Amino acid
phosphorylated

Position in SP3
sequence

U-
937UT

U-
937PMA

T 2 + +

S 113 + +

T 115 + +

T 117 + +

T 118 + +

S 563 + +

S 566 + +

T 567 + +

T 570 + +

T 574 + -

T 601 + +

T 613 + +

Y 632 + +

T 635 + +

S 636 + +

S 646 + +

Y 657 + +

T 663 + +

S 665 + +

T 674 + +

T 676 + +

S 687 + +

S 693 + +

T 702 + +

S 711 + +

S 712 + +

S 713 + +

T 714 + +

S 718 + +
fro
(UT- untreated and PMA- PMA 0.5mM treated).
(+ indicates phosphorylation; - indicated no phosphorylation; phosphoR site probabilities
of 75% or more were considered; green boxes highlight a dephosphorylation event).
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hypothesis. THP-1 cells exhibited a 47% increase in the activator

to repressor ratio (Figure 7) and either a minor or no increase in

the relative activity of the Sp(3x)TATA LTR-Luciferase

construct (Figure 8D) upon PMA treatment. Taken together,

these relationships imply that although Sp factor binding may

influence the activity of cis-acting Sp elements it does not

directly predict this activity, thus implying that factors or

processes other than the ratio of Sp factor binding may also

modulate the activation of cis-acting Sp elements. To further

explore these findings, knockdowns of Sp1 and Sp3 may also be

used to support our hypotheses however it has previously been

shown that loss of Sp1 significantly dysregulates gene expression

during differentiation (67).

One possible inference from these results is that the

activation potential of the Sp factors themselves may be

altered during the course of monocytic differentiation. An

increase in the activation potential of the Sp factors following

monocytic differentiation could explain how the small difference

in increased activator to repressor ratios observed between HL-

60 and U-937 cells following PMA treatment [compare a 92%

increase (HL-60) to a 116% increase (U-937); Figure 7), could be

coupled to such notable differences in increased relative activity

of cis-acting Sp elements following PMA treatment [compare a

55% increase (HL-60) to a 5.6-fold increase (U-937); Figures 8B,

C]. Similarly, in the THP-1 cell line a marginal change in the

activating potential of Sp factors might explain the lack of a

significant increase in the relative activity of the Sp(3x)TATA

construct following (Figure 8D) the induction of a 42% increase

in the activator to repressor ratio (Figure 7) following PMA

treatment. Another potential explanation for these findings

would hypothesize the existence of significant synergism

between activating Sp family members. Such a synergism

could be used to explain the large changes in transcriptional

activity observed after smaller quantitative alterations in Sp

factor recruitment in U-937s. Furthermore, the 42% increase

in activating Sp factor binding coupled with only minor

alterations in transcriptional activity observed following PMA

treatment of THP-1 cells, could be explained if a certain

threshold level of Sp activator binding was required before

noticeable synergism is achieved. In addition to these, the

PTMs on Sp factors showed some significant differences

between the untreated and PMA-stimulated U-937 cells

(Tables 1, 2). Additional studies in HIV-infected monocytic

cell lines with induced differentiation, demonstrating altered

PTMs of Sp isoforms would support the significance of

this observation.

With respect to the HIV-1 gene regulation system, the

alterations in Sp factor binding observed may have significance

beyond that presently illustrated. HIV-1 LTR activity has been

shown to be activated in the presence of either the viral

transactivating protein, Tat, (68) or the viral accessory
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protein Vpr (69). Moreover, it has been shown that both

Tat- and Vpr-mediated LTR activation is modulated through

interactions with the G/C box array of the HIV-1 LTR and

recruited Sp factors. Specifically, the loss of Sp elements in the

HIV-1 LTR dramatically reduces Tat-mediated LTR activity in

HeLa cells but only when all three are mutated but not basal

activity (57). In Figure 8, we show that individual Sp binding

site mutations in Sp binding site III contribute the most to

basal and PMA-induced activity in various monocytic cells.

However, previous studies from our group have shown that in

HIV-1 replication experiments when Sp binding site III alone

is mutated to prevent Sp1 and/or 3 binding, viral replication is

reduced in Jurkat T cells and not U-937 monocytic cells (70).

However, in this scenario Tat and Vpr would be present. This is

interesting as the Tat inducibility of certain synthetic

promoters has been shown to be Sp1-dependent (71) and Tat

has been shown to induce the phosphorylation of Sp factors

(42), a modification which might directly influence the DNA

binding affinity of the Sp factors themselves. Evidence that

Vpr-mediated LTR activation is influenced by an interaction

between Vpr and the Sp1 HIV-1 LTR complex has also been

reported (72, 73). In light of these studies, one might

hypothesize that the altered recruitment of Sp factors during

monocytic differentiation illustrated herein may likely impact

Tat- and/or Vpr-mediated LTR activation or that Tat and/or

Vpr may aid in stabilizing lower affinity Sp binding sites to help

induce replication.

In summary, we have illustrated that the process of

monocytic differentiation can induce a shift in the relative

levels of Sp factor binding to an HIV-1 Sp element. This shift

favors binding of the activated Sp1 over the two Sp3 isoforms.

Such an alteration in Sp factor binding may have significance

across a variety of Sp-dependent cellular and viral promoters

present in cells of the monocyte-macrophage lineage during

differentiation. Furthermore, the alteration in Sp factor binding

was shown to alter the transcriptional activity provided by the

cis-acting Sp elements of the HIV-1 subtype B consensus LTR.

These observations may be attributed to the changes in PTMs on

Sp isoforms upon receiving differentiation and activation stimuli

as observed in U-937 cells. Finally, HIV-1 transcription and

replication is driven through the LTR and cell phenotype and

differentiation status impacts this. In fact, we have previously

shown that all three Sp binding sites explored here have

significantly different mean genetic differences between

CXCR4-utilizing and CCR5-utilizing virus (proxy for T cell

versus myeloid infection) and that these differential genetic

signatures are predicted to impact the Sp binding phenotype at

each Sp site (65, 70, 74). Taken together, this study adds to the

importance of the Sp binding sites for viral replication and

shows the isoforms of the proteins that can regulate the LTR in

various differentiation states of myeloid lineages.
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